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Standard 

    My dad, mom and teachers would have high 

expectations and they often said ‘if you can’t 

enter university, you have to say good-bye. But if 

you can go into university, you’ll be…’ They keep 

nagging in my ears as buzzing bees. If I can’t 

get into university, what should I do? This is my 

problem. 

  

 



Entering University is the end? 

 

In the summer, I felt blue. The public exam result 

released, and I got an offer from the CUHK. I was happy 

but my friends weren’t. They were all knocked out. I was 

the only one entering university. I went to the orientation 

camp in order to get a girlfriend as soon as possible. Oh! 

On the very first day, I know there was a big problem. In 

front of me, there were full of ‘pure prefects’ just like in 

secondary school. Perhaps they thought a guy dying 

blond hair and uttering some foul languages would be 

the most playful ones. For me, who always hang out at 

soccer pitches and electronic games centers, I 

understood well who are the ‘good students’ inside. It’s 

okay. Being the well-behaved is not sinful, neither is the 
one who pretends to be naughty. I’ll wait and see. 



 We were yelling the slogans such as ‘my group is superb’, ‘my group 

“dad” (i.e. the male group leader) is the most handsome guy’, ‘I’m the 

strongest in CUHK’, etc. All of these slogans are very silly like primary 

school kids boasting themselves. It’s really disgusting. There was a 

mutual attack session. They asked two group of students to stare and 

rebuke at each other just like the gangs. You had to put on a black 

long face and howl. Grasping the script in hand, you had to attack 

them by teasing the ‘dad’  of another group as girlish while despising 

his group members as deceiving guys who forcefully make 

themselves look more handsome. Dammit! If you really don’t like each 

other, you should talk or even fight privately. Why? Why did you 

pretend to be enemies and attack each other but in fact we were 

strangers. I know… The path for straight-A  is really hard. When you 

get into university, you don’t want to be submissive nor disobedient. 

The only way is to be ecstatic.  But why? Why should I call you as 

‘dad’ or ‘mom’? ‘babe, do you feel tired?’, ‘I’m so happy to have you 

as my group “dad”!’, ‘group “mom”, shall we have reunion as soon as 

possible?’… Everywhere was filled with these passionate words and 
phrases… I can’t stand it anymore!  



Comparison 

    The mass media like newspapers or news 

reports also talked about university students who 

swept streets. Supposedly, you go into university 

in order to raise your competitiveness, and the 

chance you will do the job of this kind will seem 

to reduce. 



Comparison 



Multiplicity 

    I think it’s too excessive that nowadays the kids need to 

learn everything including swimming and all other skills. I 

see that many children have many extra-curricular 

activities. It is doubtful if parents could do so many things 

as well? They start going to school at 7:00 every 

morning and attend different classes afterwards until 

they sleep at 10:00p.m. It is really tough for kids doing 

this day by day. We don’t even go to work for such a long 

time! 

 

 



Multiplicity 



Efficiency 
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          Freedom & Space 



Possibility 

• Dream as a form of consciousness 

 

• Consciousness is always consciousness of 
something instead of consciousness of 
nothing 



Possibility 
   I think you guys are twisting and decorating the 

facts. It doesn’t reflect the brutality of the society. 
Under the severe competitions in the society, 
you talk about ‘dreams’…You encourage us to 
chase our dreams. But in fact, in this society, 
money is too important… 

 

    Many people are driven by the current situation 
and put aside their dreams to follow the way of 
the society. 



Support 

   Like my younger brother who is able to go into 

university. But he told my mom that he wants to 

study music and would like to opt for stage 

music at APA (Art and Performance Academy). 

But as he will have low income and face very 

few opportunities (for those who perform stage 

music), my mom opposed his decision.  



Support 

   The government has deployed so limited 

resources on cultural and creative industries like 

sports, music, etc. If you want to develop in this 

area, you have to put extra time and efforts into 

it. To do so, it means you may not be able to do 

well academically and this may become an 

obstacle. This may drive you to choose 

academic achievement instead of building up 

your talents or interests wholeheartedly.  



Let go 

    I think I can always choose my way. If I fail, this 

is my own responsibility. My parents have told 

me that they wanted me to choose a path that 

would help me become a professional. But I 

won’t debate with them. I would just tell them to 

let me choose. I’ll be responsible for my own 

choice. I adopt this attitude.  
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